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the naniral The Latah Wildlife Association would like to thank the Idaho Fish & Game for all the hard

work and dedication the department does in its quest to protect and represent the wildlife of

Idaho. Wildlife Conservation officers have an important job to make sure the highest standards
and wildlifr of Ethics are followed when dealing with the amazing wildlife we are so privileged to have here

in Idaho

Latah Wildlife Association would like to go on the record as adamantly opposed to the proposal

to allow baiting of wolves for the purpose of hunting. The Club feels baiting of wolves should be

illegal. If Idaho allows wolves to be hunted with bait, it would be mocking the notion of

sportsmanship and fair chase. The use of bait has no connection to ethical hunting or wildlife

management. Baiting as a hunting tool is cruel, unsporting, and not supported by science. It is

important that Clubs such as ours and Idaho Fish & Game unify and standup to the thinly veiled

effort by the anti-predator factions to further reduce wolf populations. We commend the Dept.

for their efforts to maintain healthy, viable populations of all species, including wolves, within

Idaho.

• Baiting of wildlife. should be illegal, Idaho would be dishonored in passing this law

• Bait stations are unselective in what species get targeted

• Baiting friay influence the action of other wildlife and their feeding pattern

• Baiting of bears and now possible wolves is a dangerous proposition for the State of

Idaho! What species will be next on the list to allow baiting?
• Bail stations have the potential to cause damage to natural resources by the way they

are set up. Will they include live Bait?

The Latah Wildlife Association is in support of the proposal to restrict the use of trail cameras and
similar unmanned devices, and restrictions on use of electronic two-way communication phone,
radio, or other transmitting device as an aid to hunting big game animals. Cameras that notify or
send photos of game to the owner of the equipment in real time. This is another unfair chase and
unethical method of pursuit of game animals.

Thank you for your consideration on this issue

John Bieker(y’ V

President of Latah Wildlife Association


